
-,/ - a. What do you think is the purpose of wealth?
b. When creating a password what are the rules you follow?
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Q1 A. Answer the following Three out of Flve questions in about two or three sentences. (5marks)

a. How does Swami Vivel<ananda begin his welcome address? why do you think he uses those

words?

b. What does the artlcle have to say about high scholars and technology?
c. Which pretence sit uneasily on both of them,What purpose does the linefulfill?
d. List some of the author's responsibilities at work.
e. What does the delegate mentioned by Swami Vivekananda say about the Orient?

B. Answer the following One out of two questlons in about 75-100 words each. (Smarks)

a. How does Vivel<ananda describe lndia's history of tolerance?
b. ln your own words explain what the article has to say about mobile safety.

C. Answer the following One out of two questions fn about 75-100 words each. (5marks)

2. A, Answer the following Three out of Five questions in about two or three senlences each,(6marks)

a. Who was Von Braun and what had made him of cult figure in America?
b. What was the 'specral revenue' from which the king of Monaco received money?
c. What is unusual about the way the essay opens?
d. What was the criminal sentenced to initially? why did thi: sentenr-e change?
e, What kind of the personality was Von Braun?

B. Answer the following one out of two questions ln about 75-100 worcJs.(smarks)



,

a. What is l(alam's attitude towards worl< culture.
b. Examine the theme of imprisonment in the story.

C. Answer the following One out of two questions fn about 75-100 words each.(5marks)

a. Do you believe in capital punishment? justify your answer.
b. Have you looked at a tree near your house and noted the effect of the

season on the tree? describe what you have noticed.

\

3. A. Answer the following Three out of Five questlons in about two or three sentences each.(6marks)

a. What is the poets attitude towards the tiger?

b. How would you describe the tone of the poem?

c. What is the meaning of the word 'leisure'? ls the poet is in favour of it, or against it?

d. What does the poet refer to when he says'mydays'? Why do his days seem like a^

dream to him?

e. Explain in your own words what the poet wish to convey in poem "Leisure",

B. Answer the following One out of two qucstlons in about 75-100 words each.(5marks)

a. What is the theme of the poem? how do the images of nature chosen by the poet help

lrim elaborate on his theme? ln the poem tiger and the deer.

b.Paint the picture of the poet from your reading of the poem.'Leisure'.

C. Answer the following One cut of two qucstlons in about 75-L00 words eaclr.(5marks)

a. Have you ever encountered a situation that seems unreal? describe your feelings.

b. Have you ever wanted to spend a whole day dreaming? describe your feelings and
some of your day dreams,

Q4 A. Write a covering letter and a CV to be sent in response to the followinAdvertisements. (Smarks)

a. Wanted:an experienced office assistant with good knowledge of

English, Hindiand Telugu. Contact Box No. 9876,c1o The TimesOf lndia, Bengaluru 550
001.

B. What are some of the important respects of workplace etiquette,(Smarks)

C. Write a block post expressing your opinion on student protests, (150 words)(6!na1k5)



Q.5.(A)i)ldioms and Phrases-M'al(e sentences(03 marks),

1. Find common ground

2,Technology- savvy

3. Weapon in the armoury

ii) One Word Substitute(O3 marks)

1. Very serious

2. Pretend to be someone else

3. Referring to different sects

iii) True and False. (2marks)

1. Before World war 2 von Braun worked in America on missiles.
2. The king of Monaco was forbidden from running gambling houses.
3. The estimate of execution offered hy ltaly was as expensive as that

offered by France.

4, According to the author our ignorance is not always a cause of
m rse ry.

(B )Types of Sentences (Affirmative, Negative, lnterrogative, Exclamatory, Assertive (4 marks )

' L ls the water cold? ( Change into declarative sentence)
2. The moon can be seen through the cloud, (Change into a

negative sentence)
3. The lrouse looks beautiful. ( Change into an exclamatory

sentence beginning with'how')
4. Could you water the plants, please? ( Change into an

rmperative sentence)

C. Tenses. (4 marks)

Choose the correct verb form from those in brackets:

l.Abdul to be a doctor. (wants, wanting, is wanting)

2.The Soup good. (taste, tastes, is tasting)
3.He _ TV most evening, (watches, is watch, is watching)
4,He out five minutes ago. (has gone, had gone, went)
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